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Learn Java In One Day And Learn It Well: Volume 4
(Learn Coding Fast)
Focuses on the little-touched but critical parts of the Java
programming language that the expert programmers use. Learn about
extremely powerful and useful programming techniques such as
reflection, advanced data modeling, advanced GUI design, and advanced
aspects of JDO, EJB, and XML-based web clients. This unique book
reveals the true wizardry behind the complex and often mysterious Java
environment--O'Reilly web site.
New Book by Best-Selling Author Jamie Chan. Learn Java Programming
Fast with a unique Hands-On Project. Book 4 of the Learn Coding Fast
Series. Have you always wanted to learn computer programming but are
afraid it'll be too difficult for you? Or perhaps you know other
programming languages but are interested in learning the Java language
fast? This book is for you. You no longer have to waste your time and
money trying to learn Java from boring books that are 600 pages long,
expensive online courses or complicated Java tutorials that just leave
you more confused and frustrated. What this book offers... Java for
Beginners Complex concepts are broken down into simple steps to ensure
that you can easily master the Java language even if you have never
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coded before. Carefully Chosen Java Examples Examples are carefully
chosen to illustrate all concepts. In addition, the output for all
examples are provided immediately so you do not have to wait till you
have access to your computer to test the examples. Careful selection
of topics (Covers Java 8) Topics are carefully selected to give you a
broad exposure to Java, while not overwhelming you with information
overload. These topics include object-oriented programming concepts,
error handling techniques, file handling techniques and more. In
addition, new features in Java (such as lambda expressions and default
methods etc) are also covered so that you are always up to date with
the latest advancement in the Java language. Learn The Java
Programming Language Fast Concepts are presented in a "to-the-point"
style to cater to the busy individual. You no longer have to endure
boring and lengthy Java textbooks that simply puts you to sleep. With
this book, you can learn Java fast and start coding immediately. How
is this book different... The best way to learn Java is by doing. This
book includes a unique project at the end of the book that requires
the application of all the concepts taught previously. Working through
the project will not only give you an immense sense of achievement,
it'll also help you retain the knowledge and master the language. Are
you ready to dip your toes into the exciting world of Java coding?
This book is for you. Click the "Add to Cart" button and download it
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now. What you'll learn: Introduction to Java - What is Java? - What
software do you need to code Java programs? - How to install and run
JDK and Netbeans? Data types and Operators - What are the eight
primitive types in Java? - What are arrays and lists? - How to format
Java strings - What is a primitive type vs reference type? - What are
the common Java operators? Object Oriented Programming - What is
object oriented programming? - How to write your own classes - What
are fields, methods and constructors? - What is encapsulation,
inheritance and polymorphism? - What is an abstract class and
interface? Controlling the Flow of a Program - What are condition
statements? - How to use control flow statements in Java - How to
handle errors and exceptions - How to throw your own exception and
Others... - How to accept user inputs and display outputs - What is a
generic? - What are lambda expressions and functional interface? - How
to work with external files ...and so much more.... Finally, you'll be
guided through a hands-on project that requires the application of all
the topics covered. Click the BUY button at the top of this page now
to start learning Java. Learn it fast and learn it well.
"Learn Java in One Day and Learn It Well: Learn Coding Fast with HandsOn Examples" Have you always wanted to learn computer programming but
are afraid it'll be too difficult for you? Or perhaps you know other
programming languages but are interested in learning the Java language
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fast?This book is for you.You no longer have to waste your money and
time trying to learn Java from boring books that are 600 pages long,
expensive online courses or complicated Java tutorials that just leave
you more confused and frustrated.What this book offers...Java for
BeginnersComplex concepts are broken down into simple steps to ensure
that you can easily master the Java language even if you have never
coded before.Carefully Chosen Java ExamplesExamples are carefully
chosen to illustrate all concepts. In addition, the output for all
examples are provided immediately so you do not have to wait till you
have access to your computer to test the examples.Careful selection of
topicsTopics are carefully selected to give you a broad exposure to
Java, while not overwhelming you with information overload. These
topics include object-oriented programming concepts, error handling
techniques, file handling techniques and more. Such that you are
always up to date with the latest advancement in the Java
language.Learn The Java Programming Language FastConcepts are
presented in a "to-the-point" style to cater to the busy individual.
You no longer have to endure boring and lengthy Java textbooks that
simply puts you to sleep. With this book, you can learn Java fast and
start coding immediately.How is this book different...The best way to
learn Java is by doing. This book includes a unique project at the end
of the book that requires the application of all the concepts taught
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previously. Working through the project will not only give you an
immense sense of achievement, it'll also help you retain the knowledge
and master the language.What you'll learn: Introduction to Java- What
is Java?- What software do you need to code Java programs?Data types
and Operators- What are the primitive types in Java?- What are arrays
and lists?- How to format Java strings- What is a primitive type vs
reference type?- What are the common Java operators?Object Oriented
Programming- What is object oriented programming?- How to write your
own classes- What are fields, methods and constructors?- What is
encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism?- What is an abstract
class and interface?Controlling the Flow of a Program- What are
condition statements?- How to use control flow statements in Java- How
to handle errors and exceptions- How to throw your own exceptionand
Others...- How to accept user inputs and display outputs- What is a
generic?- What are the functional interfaces?- How to work with
external files...and so much more....Finally, you'll be guided through
a hands-on tutorial that requires the application of all the topics
covered.Click the BUY button now and download the book now to start
learning Java. Learn it fast and learn it well
Java is the preferred language for many of today’s leading-edge
technologies—everything from smartphones and game consoles to robots,
massive enterprise systems, and supercomputers. If you’re new to Java,
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the fourth edition of this bestselling guide provides an exampledriven introduction to the latest language features and APIs in Java 6
and 7. Advanced Java developers will be able to take a deep dive into
areas such as concurrency and JVM enhancements. You’ll learn powerful
new ways to manage resources and exceptions in your applications, and
quickly get up to speed on Java’s new concurrency utilities, and APIs
for web services and XML. You’ll also find an updated tutorial on how
to get started with the Eclipse IDE, and a brand-new introduction to
database access in Java.
Sams Teach Yourself Java 2 in 24 Hours
From Journeyman to Master
Learn Coding Fast with Practical Examples
Beginning Java Programming
The Object-Oriented Approach
An Introduction to Real-World Programming with Java

An Accessible Guide to the Java Language and Libraries
Modern Java introduces major enhancements that impact the
core Java technologies and APIs at the heart of the Java
platform. Many old Java idioms are no longer needed and new
features such as modularization make you far more effective.
However, navigating these changes can be challenging. Core
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Java® SE 9 for the Impatient, Second Edition, is a complete
yet concise guide that includes all the latest changes up to
Java SE 9. Written by Cay S. Horstmann–author of the classic
two-volume Core Java–this indispensable tutorial offers a
faster, easier pathway for learning modern Java. Given Java
SE 9’s size and the scope of its enhancements, there’s
plenty to cover, but it’s presented in small chunks
organized for quick access and easy understanding.
Horstmann’s practical insights and sample code help you
quickly take advantage of all that’s new, from Java SE 9’s
long-awaited “Project Jigsaw” module system to the
improvements first introduced in Java SE 8, including lambda
expressions and streams. Use modules to simplify the
development of well-performing complex systems Migrate
applications to work with the modularized Java API and thirdparty modules Test code as you create it with the new JShell
Read-Eval-Print Loop (REPL) Use lambda expressions to
express actions more concisely Streamline and optimize data
management with today’s Streams API Leverage modern
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concurrent programming based on cooperating tasks Take
advantage of a multitude of API improvements for working
with collections, input/output, regular expressions, and
processes Whether you’re just getting started with modern
Java or you’re an experienced developer, this guide will
help you write tomorrow’s most robust, efficient, and secure
Java code. Register your product at informit.com/register
for convenient access to downloads, updates, and/or
corrections as they become available.
Demonstrates the power of the programming language while
explaining how to use Java to spice up a Web page with
games, animation, and special effects
Start building powerful programs with Java 6—fast! Get an
overview of Java 6 and begin building your own programs Even
if you're new to Java programming—or to programming in
general—you can get up and running on this wildly popular
language in a hurry. This book makes it easy! From how to
install and run Java to understanding classes and objects
and juggling values with arrays and collections, you will
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get up to speed on the new features of Java 6 in no time.
Discover how to Use object-oriented programming Work with
the changes in Java 6 and JDK 6 Save time by reusing code
Mix Java and Javascript with the new scripting tools
Troubleshoot code problems and fix bugs All on the bonus CDROM Custom build of JCreator and all the code files used in
the book Bonus chapters not included in the book Trial
version of Jindent, WinOne, and NetCaptor freeware System
Requirements: For details and complete system requirements,
see the CD-ROM appendix. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook
file.
The author of Midnight's Children and The Satanic Verses
describes his 1986 trip to Nicaragua and shares his
impressions of the true Nicaragua--the people, politics,
land, poetry, and problems behind the headlines. Reprint.
CSS for Beginners with Hands-On Project. the Only Book You
Need to Start Coding in CSS Immediately
Sams Teach Yourself Java in 21 Days
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Learn PHP in One Day and Learn It Well. PHP for Beginners
with Hands-on Project.
Learn Java the Easy Way
Learn SQL (Using Mysql) in One Day and Learn It Well. SQL
for Beginners with Hands-On Project.
Learn Java in a DAY! - the Ultimate Crash Course to Learning
the Basics of Java in No Time
Takes a tutorial approach towards developing and serving Java
applets, offering step-by-step instruction on such areas as motion
pictures, animation, applet interactivity, file transfers, sound, and
type. Original. (Intermediate).
Learn Java in One Day and Learn It WellCreatespace Independent
Publishing Platform
Master HTML and CSS with Interactive Exercises and a unique HandsOn Project Have you always wanted to learn HTML and CSS but are
afraid it'll be too difficult for you? Or perhaps you are a blogger who
wants to tweak your blog's design without having to spend money on
an expensive theme? This book is for you. You no longer have to
waste your time and money learning HTML and CSS from lengthy
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books, expensive online courses or complicated tutorials. Nor do you
have to spend money buying expensive website themes. There are
tons of free CSS templates online that you can download and modify
to build your own website IF you know HTML and CSS. What this book
offers... HTML and CSS for Beginners Complex concepts are broken
down into simple steps to ensure that you can easily master the two
languages even if you have never coded before. Carefully Chosen
Examples (with images) Examples are carefully chosen to illustrate all
concepts. In addition, images are provided whenever necessary so
that you can immediately see the visual effects of various CSS
properties. Learn The Languages Fast Concepts are presented in a "tothe-point" style to cater to the busy individual. With this book, you
can learn HTML and CSS in just one day and start coding immediately.
How is this book different... The best way to learn HTML and CSS is by
doing. End-of-Chapter Exercises Each CSS chapter comes with an endof-chapter exercise where you get to practice the different CSS
properties covered in the chapter and see first hand how different
CSS values affect the design of the website. Bonus Project The book
also includes a bonus project that requires the application of all the
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concepts taught previously. Working through the project will not only
give you an immense sense of achievement, it'll also help you see how
the various concepts tie together. After completing the project, you
will not walk away with just a vague understanding of HTML and CSS.
You will have achieved a level of understanding and mastery that
enables you to start coding your own website immediately. Are you
ready to dip your toes into the exciting world of HTML and CSS? This
book is for you. Click the "Add To Cart" button and download it now.
What you'll learn: What is CSS and HTML? What software do you need
to write and run CSS codes? What are HTML tags and elements? What
are the commonly used HTML tags and how to use them? What are IDs
and Classes? What is the basic CSS syntax? What are CSS selectors?
What are pseudo classes and pseudo elements? How to apply CSS
rules to your website and what is the order of precedence? What is
the CSS box model? How to position and float your CSS boxes How to
hide HTML content How to change the background of CSS boxes How
to use the CSS color property to change colors How to modify text and
font of a website How to create navigation bars How to create
gorgeous looking tables to display your data .. and more... Click the
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"Add to Cart" button and download the book now to start learning
HTML and CSS. Learn them fast and learn them well.
A comprehensive guide to get started with Java and gain insights into
major concepts such as object-oriented, functional, and reactive
programming Key Features Strengthen your knowledge of important
programming concepts and the latest features in Java Explore core
programming topics including GUI programming, concurrency, and
error handling Learn the idioms and best practices for writing highquality Java code Book Description Java is one of the preferred
languages among developers, used in everything right from
smartphones, and game consoles to even supercomputers, and its
new features simply add to the richness of the language. This book on
Java programming begins by helping you learn how to install the Java
Development Kit. You will then focus on understanding objectoriented programming (OOP), with exclusive insights into concepts
like abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism, which
will help you when programming for real-world apps. Next, you’ll
cover fundamental programming structures of Java such as data
structures and algorithms that will serve as the building blocks for
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your apps. You will also delve into core programming topics that will
assist you with error handling, debugging, and testing your apps. As
you progress, you’ll move on to advanced topics such as Java
libraries, database management, and network programming, which
will hone your skills in building professional-grade apps. Further on,
you’ll understand how to create a graphic user interface using JavaFX
and learn to build scalable apps by taking advantage of reactive and
functional programming. By the end of this book, you’ll not only be
well versed with Java 10, 11, and 12, but also gain a perspective into
the future of this language and software development in general.
What you will learn Learn and apply object-oriented principles Gain
insights into data structures and understand how they are used in
Java Explore multithreaded, asynchronous, functional, and reactive
programming Add a user-friendly graphic interface to your application
Find out what streams are and how they can help in data processing
Discover the importance of microservices and use them to make your
apps robust and scalable Explore Java design patterns and best
practices to solve everyday problems Learn techniques and idioms for
writing high-quality Java code Who this book is for Students, software
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developers, or anyone looking to learn new skills or even a language
will find this book useful. Although this book is for beginners,
professional programmers can benefit from it too. Previous
knowledge of Java or any programming language is not required.
Java in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself (Covering Java 9)
A step-by-step guide to learning essential concepts in Java SE 10, 11,
and 12
Learn Python 3 the Hard Way
Learn Java in One Day and Learn It Well
Hardcore Java
C# for Beginners with Hands-On Project
Master C# Programming with a unique Hands-On Project (Updated
for VS Community 2017) Have you always wanted to learn computer
programming but are afraid it'll be too difficult for you? Or perhaps
you know other programming languages but are interested in learning
the C# language fast? This book is for you. You no longer have to
waste your time and money learning C# from boring books that are
600 pages long, expensive online courses or complicated C# tutorials
that just leave you more confused. What this book offers... C# for
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Beginners Complex concepts are broken down into simple steps to
ensure that you can easily master the C# language even if you have
never coded before. Carefully Chosen C# Examples Examples are
carefully chosen to illustrate all concepts. In addition, the output for
all examples are provided immediately so you do not have to wait till
you have access to your computer to test the examples. Careful
selection of topics Topics are carefully selected to give you a broad
exposure to C#, while not overwhelming you with information
overload. These topics include object-oriented programming concepts,
error handling techniques, file handling techniques and more. Learn
The C# Programming Language Fast Concepts are presented in a "tothe-point" style to cater to the busy individual. With this book, you can
learn C# in just one day and start coding immediately. How is this
book different... The best way to learn C# is by doing. At the end of
the book, you'll be guided through a unique project that requires the
application of all the concepts taught previously. Working through the
project will not only help you see how it all ties together, it'll also give
you an immense sense of achievement and the exhilaration of turning
lines of code into a finished product that you can be proud of! Are you
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ready to dip your toes into the exciting world of C# coding? This book
is for you. Click the "Add to Cart" button to buy it now. What you'll
learn: Introduction to C#- What is C#? - How to install and run Visual
Studio Community 2015? Data types and Operators - What are the
common data types in C#? - What are arrays and lists? - How to
format C# strings - What is a value type vs reference type? - What are
the common C# operators? Object Oriented Programming - What is
object oriented programming? - How to write your own classes - What
are fields, properties, methods and constructors? - What is
encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism? - What is an abstract
class and interface? - What is an enum and struct? Controlling the
Flow of a Program- What are condition statements? - How to use
control flow statements in C# - What are jump statements? - How to
handle errors and exceptions and Others...- How to accept user inputs
and display outputs - How to use LINQ to save yourself from hours of
work - How to work with external files ...and so much more.... Finally,
you'll be guided through a hands-on project that requires the
application of all the topics covered. Click the BUY button at the top of
this page now to start learning C#. Learn it fast and learn it well.
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The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is the underlying technology behind
Java's most distinctive features including size, security and crossplatform delivery. This guide shows programmers how to write
programs for the Java Virtual Machine.
With a variety of interactive learning features and user-friendly
pedagogy, the Third Edition provides a comprehensive introduction to
programming using the most current version of Java. Throughout the
text the authors incorporate an "active learning approach" which asks
students to take an active role in their understanding of the language
through the use of numerous interactive examples, exercises, and
projects. Object-oriented programming concepts are developed
progressively and reinforced through numerous Programming
Activities, allowing students to fully understand and implement both
basic and sophisticated techniques. In response to students growing
interest in animation and visualization the text includes techniques for
producing graphical output and animations beginning in Chapter 4
with applets and continuing throughout the text. You will find Java
Illuminated, Third Edition comprehensive and user-friendly. Students
will find it exciting to delve into the world of programming with handsPage 18/53
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on, real-world applications!New to the Third Edition:-Includes NEW
examples and projects throughout-Every NEW copy of the text
includes a CD-ROM with the following: *programming activity
framework code*full example code from each chapter*browser-based
modules with visual step-by-step demonstrations of code
execution*links to popular integrated development environments and
the Java Standard Edition JDK-Every new copy includes full student
access to TuringsCraft Custome CodeLab. Customized to match the
organization of this textbook, CodeLab provides over 300 short handson programming exercises with immediate feedback.Instructor
Resources: Test Bank, PowerPoint Lecture Outlines, Solutions to
Programming Activities in text, and Answers to the chapter
exercisesAlso available:Java Illuminated: Brief Edition, Third Edition
(ISBN-13: 978-1-4496-3202-1). This Brief Edition is suitable for the
one-term introductory course.
Write your first code in Java using simple, step-by-step examples that
model real-word objects and events, making learning easy. With this
book you’ll be able to pick up the concepts without fuss. Java for
Absolute Beginners teaches Java development in language anyone can
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understand, giving you the best possible start. You’ll see clear code
descriptions and layout so that you can get your code running as soon
as possible. After reading this book, you'll come away with the basics
to get started writing programs in Java. Author Iuliana Cosmina
focuses on practical knowledge and getting up to speed quickly—all
the bits and pieces a novice needs to get started programming in Java.
First, you’ll discover how Java is executed, what type of language it is,
and what it is good for. With the theory out of the way, you’ll install
Java, choose an editor such as IntelliJ IDEA, and write your first
simple Java program. Along the way you’ll compile and execute this
program so it can run on any platform that supports Java. As part of
this tutorial you’ll see how to write high-quality code by following
conventions and respecting well-known programming principles,
making your projects more professional and efficient. Finally,
alongside the core features of Java, you’ll learn skills in some of the
newest and most exciting features of the language: Generics, Lambda
expressions, modular organization, local-variable type inference, and
local variable syntax for Lambda expressions. Java for Absolute
Beginners gives you all you need to start your Java 9+ programming
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journey. No experience necessary. What You'll Learn Use data types,
operators, and the new stream API Install and use a build tool such as
Gradle Build interactive Java applications with JavaFX Exchange data
using the new JSON APIs Play with images using multi-resolution APIs
Use the publish-subscribe framework Who This Book Is For Those who
are new to programming and who want to start with Java.
Learn Java for Web Development
Head First Java
Java
Learn Java 12 Programming
A Very Simple Introduction to the Terrifyingly Beautiful World of
Computers and Code
Learn Java in One Day and Learn It Well. Java for Beginners with
Hands-On Project.
Master Python Programming with a unique Hands-On Project Have
you always wanted to learn computer programming but are afraid
it'll be too difficult for you? Or perhaps you know other
programming languages but are interested in learning the Python
language fast? This book is for you. You no longer have to waste
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your time and money learning Python from lengthy books,
expensive online courses or complicated Python tutorials. What
this book offers... Python for Beginners Complex concepts are
broken down into simple steps to ensure that you can easily
master the Python language even if you have never coded before.
Carefully Chosen Python Examples Examples are carefully chosen
to illustrate all concepts. In addition, the output for all
examples are provided immediately so you do not have to wait
till you have access to your computer to test the examples.
Learn The Python Programming Language Fast Concepts are
presented in a "to-the-point" style to cater to the busy
individual. With this book, you can learn Python in just one day
and start coding immediately. How is this book different... The
best way to learn Python is by doing. This book includes a
complete project at the end of the book that requires the
application of all the concepts taught previously. Working
through the project will not only give you an immense sense of
achievement, it"ll also help you retain the knowledge and master
the language. Are you ready to dip your toes into the exciting
world of Python coding? This book is for you. Click the "Add to
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Cart" button to buy it now. What you'll learn: What is Python?
What software you need to code and run Python programs? What are
variables? What mathematical operators are there in Python? What
are the common data types in Python? What are Lists and Tuples?
How to format strings How to accept user inputs and display
outputs How to make decisions with If statements How to control
the flow of program with loops How to handle errors and
exceptions What are functions and modules? How to define your
own functions and modules How to work with external files .. and
more... Finally, you'll be guided through a hands-on project
that requires the application of all the topics covered. Click
the "Add to Cart" button now to start learning Python. Learn it
fast and learn it well.
You Will Learn Python 3! Zed Shaw has perfected the world’s best
system for learning Python 3. Follow it and you will
succeed—just like the millions of beginners Zed has taught to
date! You bring the discipline, commitment, and persistence; the
author supplies everything else. In Learn Python 3 the Hard Way,
you’ll learn Python by working through 52 brilliantly crafted
exercises. Read them. Type their code precisely. (No copying and
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pasting!) Fix your mistakes. Watch the programs run. As you do,
you’ll learn how a computer works; what good programs look like;
and how to read, write, and think about code. Zed then teaches
you even more in 5+ hours of video where he shows you how to
break, fix, and debug your code—live, as he’s doing the
exercises. Install a complete Python environment Organize and
write code Fix and break code Basic mathematics Variables
Strings and text Interact with users Work with files Looping and
logic Data structures using lists and dictionaries Program
design Object-oriented programming Inheritance and composition
Modules, classes, and objects Python packaging Automated testing
Basic game development Basic web development It’ll be hard at
first. But soon, you’ll just get it—and that will feel great!
This course will reward you for every minute you put into it.
Soon, you’ll know one of the world’s most powerful, popular
programming languages. You’ll be a Python programmer. This Book
Is Perfect For Total beginners with zero programming experience
Junior developers who know one or two languages Returning
professionals who haven’t written code in years Seasoned
professionals looking for a fast, simple, crash course in Python
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A fast-paced, thorough introduction to modern C++ written for
experienced programmers. After reading C++ Crash Course, you'll
be proficient in the core language concepts, the C++ Standard
Library, and the Boost Libraries. C++ is one of the most widely
used languages for real-world software. In the hands of a
knowledgeable programmer, C++ can produce small, efficient, and
readable code that any programmer would be proud of. Designed
for intermediate to advanced programmers, C++ Crash Course cuts
through the weeds to get you straight to the core of C++17, the
most modern revision of the ISO standard. Part 1 covers the core
of the C++ language, where you'll learn about everything from
types and functions, to the object life cycle and expressions.
Part 2 introduces you to the C++ Standard Library and Boost
Libraries, where you'll learn about all of the high-quality,
fully-featured facilities available to you. You'll cover special
utility classes, data structures, and algorithms, and learn how
to manipulate file systems and build high-performance programs
that communicate over networks. You'll learn all the major
features of modern C++, including: • Fundamental types,
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reference types, and user-defined types • The object lifecycle
including storage duration, memory management, exceptions, call
stacks, and the RAII paradigm • Compile-time polymorphism with
templates and run-time polymorphism with virtual classes •
Advanced expressions, statements, and functions • Smart
pointers, data structures, dates and times, numerics, and
probability/statistics facilities • Containers, iterators,
strings, and algorithms • Streams and files, concurrency,
networking, and application development With well over 500 code
samples and nearly 100 exercises, C++ Crash Course is sure to
help you build a strong C++ foundation.
What others in the trenches say about The Pragmatic
Programmer... “The cool thing about this book is that it’s great
for keeping the programming process fresh. The book helps you to
continue to grow and clearly comes from people who have been
there.” —Kent Beck, author of Extreme Programming Explained:
Embrace Change “I found this book to be a great mix of solid
advice and wonderful analogies!” —Martin Fowler, author of
Refactoring and UML Distilled “I would buy a copy, read it
twice, then tell all my colleagues to run out and grab a copy.
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This is a book I would never loan because I would worry about it
being lost.” —Kevin Ruland, Management Science, MSG-Logistics
“The wisdom and practical experience of the authors is obvious.
The topics presented are relevant and useful.... By far its
greatest strength for me has been the outstanding
analogies—tracer bullets, broken windows, and the fabulous
helicopter-based explanation of the need for orthogonality,
especially in a crisis situation. I have little doubt that this
book will eventually become an excellent source of useful
information for journeymen programmers and expert mentors
alike.” —John Lakos, author of Large-Scale C++ Software Design
“This is the sort of book I will buy a dozen copies of when it
comes out so I can give it to my clients.” —Eric Vought,
Software Engineer “Most modern books on software development
fail to cover the basics of what makes a great software
developer, instead spending their time on syntax or technology
where in reality the greatest leverage possible for any software
team is in having talented developers who really know their
craft well. An excellent book.” —Pete McBreen, Independent
Consultant “Since reading this book, I have implemented many of
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the practical suggestions and tips it contains. Across the
board, they have saved my company time and money while helping
me get my job done quicker! This should be a desktop reference
for everyone who works with code for a living.” —Jared
Richardson, Senior Software Developer, iRenaissance, Inc. “I
would like to see this issued to every new employee at my
company....” —Chris Cleeland, Senior Software Engineer, Object
Computing, Inc. “If I’m putting together a project, it’s the
authors of this book that I want. . . . And failing that I’d
settle for people who’ve read their book.” —Ward Cunningham
Straight from the programming trenches, The Pragmatic Programmer
cuts through the increasing specialization and technicalities of
modern software development to examine the core process--taking
a requirement and producing working, maintainable code that
delights its users. It covers topics ranging from personal
responsibility and career development to architectural
techniques for keeping your code flexible and easy to adapt and
reuse. Read this book, and you'll learn how to Fight software
rot; Avoid the trap of duplicating knowledge; Write flexible,
dynamic, and adaptable code; Avoid programming by coincidence;
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Bullet-proof your code with contracts, assertions, and
exceptions; Capture real requirements; Test ruthlessly and
effectively; Delight your users; Build teams of pragmatic
programmers; and Make your developments more precise with
automation. Written as a series of self-contained sections and
filled with entertaining anecdotes, thoughtful examples, and
interesting analogies, The Pragmatic Programmer illustrates the
best practices and major pitfalls of many different aspects of
software development. Whether you're a new coder, an experienced
programmer, or a manager responsible for software projects, use
these lessons daily, and you'll quickly see improvements in
personal productivity, accuracy, and job satisfaction. You'll
learn skills and develop habits and attitudes that form the
foundation for long-term success in your career. You'll become a
Pragmatic Programmer.
Java For Dummies
Java in a Nutshell
A Bestselling Hands-On Java Tutorial
The Jaguar Smile
Java Programming for Kids
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An Active Learning Approach

Learning a complex new language is no easy task especially when it s an
object-oriented computer programming language like Java. You might think
the problem is your brain. It seems to have a mind of its own, a mind that
doesn't always want to take in the dry, technical stuff you're forced to
study. The fact is your brain craves novelty. It's constantly searching,
scanning, waiting for something unusual to happen. After all, that's the way
it was built to help you stay alive. It takes all the routine, ordinary, dull stuff
and filters it to the background so it won't interfere with your brain's real
work--recording things that matter. How does your brain know what
matters? It's like the creators of the Head First approach say, suppose
you're out for a hike and a tiger jumps in front of you, what happens in your
brain? Neurons fire. Emotions crank up. Chemicals surge. That's how your
brain knows. And that's how your brain will learn Java. Head First Java
combines puzzles, strong visuals, mysteries, and soul-searching interviews
with famous Java objects to engage you in many different ways. It's fast,
it's fun, and it's effective. And, despite its playful appearance, Head First
Java is serious stuff: a complete introduction to object-oriented
programming and Java. You'll learn everything from the fundamentals to
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advanced topics, including threads, network sockets, and distributed
programming with RMI. And the new. second edition focuses on Java 5.0,
the latest version of the Java language and development platform. Because
Java 5.0 is a major update to the platform, with deep, code-level changes,
even more careful study and implementation is required. So learning the
Head First way is more important than ever. If you've read a Head First
book, you know what to expect--a visually rich format designed for the way
your brain works. If you haven't, you're in for a treat. You'll see why people
say it's unlike any other Java book you've ever read. By exploiting how
your brain works, Head First Java compresses the time it takes to learn and
retain--complex information. Its unique approach not only shows you what
you need to know about Java syntax, it teaches you to think like a Java
programmer. If you want to be bored, buy some other book. But if you want
to understand Java, this book's for you.
A new edition of a best-selling Java tutorial covers the latest developments
in Java--with special emphasis on Android programming--as well as core
Java programming topics for those familiar with the basics of programming
but new to Java. Original.
If you’re new to Java—or new to programming—this best-selling book will
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guide you through the language features and APIs of Java 11. With fun,
compelling, and realistic examples, authors Marc Loy, Patrick Niemeyer,
and Daniel Leuck introduce you to Java fundamentals—including its class
libraries, programming techniques, and idioms—with an eye toward building
real applications. You’ll learn powerful new ways to manage resources and
exceptions in your applications—along with core language features included
in recent Java versions. Develop with Java, using the compiler, interpreter,
and other tools Explore Java’s built-in thread facilities and concurrency
package Learn text processing and the powerful regular expressions API
Write advanced networked or web-based applications and services
With more than 700,000 copies sold to date, Java in a Nutshell from O'Reilly
is clearly the favorite resource amongst the legion of developers and
programmers using Java technology. And now, with the release of the 5.0
version of Java, O'Reilly has given the book that defined the "in a Nutshell"
category another impressive tune-up. In this latest revision, readers will
find Java in a Nutshell, 5th Edition, does more than just cover the extensive
changes implicit in 5.0, the newest version of Java. It's undergone a
complete makeover--in scope, size, and type of coverage--in order to more
closely meet the needs of the modern Java programmer. To wit, Java in a
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Nutshell, 5th Edition now places less emphasis on coming to Java from C
and C++, and adds more discussion on tools and frameworks. It also offers
new code examples to illustrate the working of APIs, and, of course,
extensive coverage of Java 5.0. But faithful readers take comfort: it still
hasn't lost any of its core elements that made it such a classic to begin
with. This handy reference gets right to the heart of the program with an
accelerated introduction to the Javaprogramming language and its key
APIs--ideal for developers wishing to start writing code right away. And, as
was the case in previous editions, Java in a Nutshell, 5th Edition is once
again chock-full of poignant tips, techniques, examples, and practical
advice. For as longas Java has existed, Java in a Nutshell has helped
developers maximize the capabilities of the program's newest versions.
And this latest edition is no different.
Learn C++ in One Day and Learn It Well
Python for Beginners with Hands-On Project. the Only Book You Need to
Start Coding in Python Immediately
Teach Yourself Java for Macintosh in 21 Days
Occupational Outlook Handbook
Learn Coding Fast with Hands-On Examples
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The Practical Beginner's Guide To Learn Java Programming In One Day
Step By Step
Java Are You Ready To Learn Java? Welcome and have fun with Java! Today only, get
this Book for just $7.99. Regularly priced at $12.99. Do you want to learn Java? In
that case, you've come to the right place! Learning a programming language is not
an easy work if you don't have the RIGHT system. It requires time, money and desire.
You must search an academy or a teacher, achieve coordination with them, or worse,
adapt your own time to their class times. You also have to pay the high fees, month
to month, and what is even more annoying is this: you will probably have to go to a
special place in order to practice the new programming language! You see, when it
comes to learning a new programming language we are ALL in the same game, and
yet most poeple don't realize it. I made this crash course for a reason... I made this
course to give YOU a solution. This crash course about Java programming is not only
going to teach you the basics of Java in a didactic way, furthermore, you will learn
Java language WHEN you want, and more important, WHERE you want (It could even
be at your home!) I made this crash course to show you HOW you can learn Java
FASTER than you ever thought possible. I will teach YOU step by step the Java
Language extremely quickly. I will TAKE you through a step by step guide where you
simply can't get lost! This course-book will allow you to practice, learn and deepen
your knowledge of Java as a new programming language in an entertaining,
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interactive, autonomous and flexible course. End-of-Chapter Exercises "Tell me and
i'll forget. Show me and i may remember. Involve me and i learn". Because we know
that: each Java chapter comes with an end-of-chapter exercise where you get to
practice the different Java properties covered in the chapter. If you are determined to
learn no one can stop you. Stop procrastinating and start NOW! Learning Java is
something that is a really worth investing time. The Java course is now available and
it is just for $7.99. This is a no-brainer! Crash it! Here Is A Preview Of What You'll
Learn When You Download You Copy Today: Objects and Classes Datatypes,
Variables, and Modifiers Loops Strings and Arrays Methods and Regular Expressions
Import and Output Files Inheritance Overriding Polymorphism and Abstraction Data
Structures Generics Multithreading Much, much more! Download your copy today!
The contents of this book are easily worth over $12.99, but for a limited time you can
download "Java: Learn Java In A DAY!" for a special discounted price of only $7.99 To
order your copy, click the BUY button and download it right now! Acodemy. (c) 2015
All Rights Reserved ------- Tags: Java, Java course, Java book, Java language, Java
book-course, Java for Beginners
Computer programming with Java is easier than it looks. In just 24 lessons of one
hour or less, you can learn to write computer programs in Java. Using a
straightforward, step-by-step approach, popular author Rogers Cadenhead helps you
master the skills and technology you need to create desktop and web programs, web
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services, an Android app, and even Minecraft mods in Java. Each lesson builds on
what you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world
success. Full-color figures and clear step-by-step instructions visually show you how
to program with Java. Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help you test
your knowledge. Notes, Tips, and Cautions provide related information, advice, and
warnings. Learn how to… • Set up your Java programming environment • Write your
first working program in just minutes • Control program decisions and behavior •
Store and work with information • Build straightforward user interfaces • Create
interactive web programs • Use threading to build more responsive programs • Read
and write files and XML data • Master best practices for object-oriented programming
• Use Java 9’s new HTTP client • Use Java to create an Android app • Expand your
skills with closures • Create Minecraft mods with Java Contents at a Glance Part I
Getting Started 1 Becoming a Programmer 2 Writing Your First Program 3
Vacationing in Java 4 Understanding How Java Programs Work Part II Learning the
Basics of Programming 5 Storing and Changing Information in a Program 6 Using
Strings to Communicate 7 Using Conditional Tests to Make Decisions 8 Repeating an
Action with Loops Part III Working with Information in New Ways 9 Storing
Information with Arrays 10 Creating Your First Object 11 Describing What Your Object
is Like 12 Making the Most of Existing Objects Part IV Moving into Advanced Topics
13 Storing Objects in Data Structures 14 Handling Errors in a Program 15 Creating a
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Threaded Program 16 Using Inner Classes and Closures Part V Programming a
Graphical User Interface 17 Building a Simple User Interface in Swing 18 Laying Out a
User Interface 19 Responding to User Input Part VI Writing Internet Applications 20
Reading and Writing Files 21 Using Java 9's New HTTP Client 22 Creating Java2D
Graphics 23 Creating Minecraft Mods with Java 24 Writing Android Apps Appendixes A
Using the NetBeans Integrated Development Environment B Where to Go from Here
Java Resources C This Book's Web Site D Fixing a Problem with the Android Studio
Emulator
Learn PHP Fast and Learn It Well. Master PHP Programming with a unique Hands-On
ProjectNew Book by Best Selling Author Jamie Chan. Book 6 of the Learn Coding Fast
Series.Do you want to learn PHP fast but are overwhelmed by all the information you
find online? Or perhaps you have completed numerous PHP tutorials but are still
unsure how everything works together. This book is for you. You no longer have to
waste your time and money learning PHP from lengthy books, expensive online
courses or fragmented PHP tutorials. This book covers all the major topics in PHP and
is written in a concise and to the point manner. In addition, you'll be guided through
a project at the end of the book where you get to apply the concepts learned and see
how it all ties together.What this book offers...PHP for BeginnersComplex concepts
are broken down into simple steps to ensure that you can easily master PHP even if
you have never coded before. Concepts are presented in a "to-the-point" style to
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cater to the busy individual; no fluff or unnecessary details.Careful selection of
topicsTopics are carefully selected to give you a broad exposure to PHP. These topics
include HTML form handling, security management (prevention of XSS and SQL
injection), object-oriented programming, error and exception handling techniques,
databases and more.Carefully Chosen PHP ExamplesExamples are carefully chosen
to illustrate all concepts. In addition, the output for all examples is provided
immediately so you do not have to wait till you have access to your computer to test
the examples.How is this book different...The best way to learn programming is by
doing. This book includes a complete project at the end of the book where you get to
build a mini-blog using PHP and MySQL. Working through the project gives you a
chance to see how everything works together, including how to set up your servers,
create a database, connect to it, process forms, manage security issues, handle
errors and exceptions and more. Completing the project will not only give you an
immense sense of achievement, it'll also help you retain the knowledge you've
learned and master the language.Are you ready to dip your toes into the exciting
world of PHP coding? This book is for you. Click the BUY button and download it
now.Pre-requisites: Note that this book requires basic knowledge of HTML and
SQL.What you'll learn: - What is PHP- What software do you need to run PHP scriptsHow to set up your own server- What are constants, variables and operators- What
are the common data types in PHP- How to control the flow of your PHP program
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using If statements, while loops etc- How to use numerous built-in functions in PHPHow to define your own functions- What is a cookie and session and how to use
them- How to process HTML forms using the get and post methods- How to prevent
attacks on your site - What is OOP and inheritance- How to connect to a databaseHow to handle errors and exceptions.. and more...Finally, you'll be guided through a
hands-on project that requires the application of all the topics covered.Click the BUY
button and download the book now to start learning PHP. Learn it fast and learn it
well.
An overview of the programming language's fundamentals covers syntax,
initialization, implementation, classes, error handling, objects, applets, multiple
threads, projects, and network programming.
The Pragmatic Programmer
Learn CSS in One Day and Learn It Well (Includes Html5)
A Hands-On Introduction to Programming
Java Illuminated
Learn C# in One Day and Learn It Well
Covering Java 7 and Android

A comprehensive Java guide, with samples, exercises, casestudies, and step-by-step
instruction Beginning Java Programming: The Object Oriented Approachis a
straightforward resource for getting started with one of theworld's most enduringly
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popular programming languages. Based onclasses taught by the authors, the book
starts with the basics andgradually builds into more advanced concepts. The
approach utilizesan integrated development environment that allows readers
toimmediately apply what they learn, and includes step-by-stepinstruction with
plenty of sample programs. Each chapter containsexercises based on real-world
business and educational scenarios,and the final chapter uses case studies to
combine several conceptsand put readers' new skills to the test. Beginning Java
Programming: The Object Oriented Approachprovides both the information and
the tools beginners need todevelop Java skills, from the general concepts of objectorientedprogramming. Learn to: Understand the Java language and object-oriented
conceptimplementation Use Java to access and manipulate external data Make
applications accessible to users with GUIs Streamline workflow with objectoriented patterns The book is geared for those who want to use Java in an
appliedenvironment while learning at the same time. Useful as either acourse text or
a stand-alone self-study program, Beginning JavaProgramming is a thorough,
comprehensive guide.
This illustrated book teaches kids to write computer programs. Kids will learn
basics of programming while creating such computer games as Tic-Tac-Toe, PingPong and others. This book can be useful for three categories of people: kids from
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10 to 18 years old, school computer teachers, parents who want to teach their kids
programming.
Have you always wanted to learn computer programming but are afraid it'll be too
difficult for you? Or perhaps you know other programming languages but are
interested in learning the C++ language fast?This book is for you.You no longer
have to waste your money and time trying to learn C++ from boring books that are
600 pages long, expensive online courses, or complicated C++ tutorials that just
leave you more confused and frustrated.What this book offers...C++ for
BeginnersComplex concepts are broken down into simple steps to ensure that you
can easily master the C++ language even if you have never coded before.Carefully
Chosen C++ ExamplesExamples are carefully chosen to illustrate all concepts. In
addition, the output for all examples is provided immediately so you do not have to
wait till you have access to your computer to test the examples.Careful selection of
topicsTopics are carefully selected to give you broad exposure to C++, while not
overwhelming you with information overload. These topics include object-oriented
programming concepts, error handling techniques, file handling techniques, and
more. Such that you are always up to date with the latest advancement in the C++
language.Learn The C++ Programming Language FastConcepts are presented in a
"to-the-point" style to cater to the busy individual. You no longer have to endure
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boring and lengthy C++ textbooks that simply put you to sleep. With this book, you
can learn C++ fast and start coding immediately.How is this book different...The
best way to learn C++ is by doing. This book includes a unique project at the end of
the book that requires the application of all the concepts taught previously.
Working through the project will not only give you an immense sense of
achievement, but it'll also help you retain the knowledge and master the
language.What you'll learn: Introduction to C++- What is C++?- What software do
you need to code C++ programs?Data types and Operators- What are the primitive
types in C++?- What are arrays and lists?- How to format C++ strings- What is a
primitive type vs reference type?- What are the common C++ operators?ObjectOriented Programming- What is object-oriented programming?- How to write your
own classes- What are fields, methods, and constructors?- What is encapsulation,
inheritance, and polymorphism?- What is an abstract class and
interface?Controlling the Flow of a Program- What are condition statements?- How
to use control flow statements in C++- How to handle errors and exceptions- How
to throw your own exceptionand Others...- How to accept user inputs and display
outputs- What is generic?- What are the functional interfaces?- How to work with
external files...and so much more...Finally, you'll be guided through a hands-on
tutorial that requires the application of all the topics covered.Click the BUY button
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now and download the book now to start learning C++. Learn it fast and learn it
well.
Learn SQL (using MySQL) Fast and Learn It Well. Master SQL Programming with
a unique Hands-On ProjectThe information era is upon us and the ability to
organize and make sense of data has become an invaluable skill.Have you been
hearing about data, databases and SQL and wondering what it's all about? Or
perhaps you have just gotten a new job and need to learn SQL fast. This book is for
you. You no longer have to feel lost and overwhelmed by all the fragmented tutorials
online, nor do you have to waste your time and money learning SQL from lengthy
books and expensive online courses.What this book offers...Learn SQL
FastConcepts in this book are presented in a "to-the-point" and concise style to
cater to the busy individual. With this book, you can learn SQL in just one day and
start coding immediately.SQL for BeginnersComplex topics are broken down into
simple steps with clear and carefully chosen examples to ensure that you can easily
master SQL even if you have never coded before. In addition, the output for all
examples are provided immediately so you do not have to wait till you have access to
your computer to test the examples.Complete process with well thought out flowThe
complete process from database creation, table creation, data input, manipulation
and retrieval etc is covered. The flow of the book is carefully planned to ensure that
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you can easily follow along.How is this book different...The best way to learn SQL is
by doing. This book provides examples for all concepts taught so that you can try
out the different SQL commands yourself.In addition, you'll be guided through a
complete project at the end of the book that requires the application of all the
concepts taught previously. Working through the project will not only give you an
immense sense of achievement, it'll also help you retain the knowledge and master
the language.Ready to embark on your SQL learning journey? This book is for you.
Click the BUY button and download it now.What you'll learn: - What is a database
and DBMS?- What is SQL?- What software do you need to code SQL programs?How to create databases and tables in SQL?- What are the common data types in
SQL?- How to input data into the database- How to select data from SQL tablesHow to use aggregate functions- How to write JOIN and UNION statements- What
is a SQL view?- How to write SQL triggers- How to write stored procedures and
functions- How to make decisions with IF and CASE statements- How to control the
flow of program with WHILE, REPEAT and LOOP statements- What are cursors
and how to use them?.. and more...Finally, you'll be guided through a hands-on
project that requires the application of all the topics covered.Click the BUY button
and download the book now to start learning SQL. Learn it fast and learn it well.
Java Projects
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Learn to Program the Fundamentals the Java 9+ Way
Java for Absolute Beginners
Learn Java: A Crash Course Guide to Learn Java in 1 Week
Modern Java Web Development
Core Java SE 9 for the Impatient
A tutorial introducing Java basics covers programming
principles, integrating applets with Web applications, and using
threads, arrays, and sockets.
Java is the world’s most popular programming language, but it’s
known for having a steep learning curve. Learn Java the Easy Way
takes the chore out of learning Java with hands-on projects that
will get you building real, functioning apps right away. You’ll
start by familiarizing yourself with JShell, Java’s interactive
command line shell that allows programmers to run single lines
of code and get immediate feedback. Then, you’ll create a
guessing game, a secret message encoder, and a multitouch bubbledrawing app for both desktop and mobile devices using Eclipse,
an industry-standard IDE, and Android Studio, the development
environment for making Android apps. As you build these apps,
you’ll learn how to: -Perform calculations, manipulate text
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strings, and generate random colors -Use conditions, loops, and
methods to make your programs responsive and concise -Create
functions to reuse code and save time -Build graphical user
interface (GUI) elements, including buttons, menus, pop-ups, and
sliders -Take advantage of Eclipse and Android Studio features
to debug your code and find, fix, and prevent common mistakes If
you’ve been thinking about learning Java, Learn Java the Easy
Way will bring you up to speed in no time.
AngularJS is the leading framework for building dynamic
JavaScript applications that take advantage of the capabilities
of modern browsers and devices. AngularJS, which is maintained
by Google, brings the power of the Model-View-Controller (MVC)
pattern to the client, providing the foundation for complex and
rich web apps. It allows you to build applications that are
smaller, faster, and with a lighter resource footprint than ever
before.Best-selling author Adam Freeman explains how to get the
most from AngularJS. He begins by describing the MVC pattern and
the many benefits that can be gained...
Are you ready to program with Java in less than 1 week? Have you
always wanted to learn computer programming but you thought is
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difficult for you? Or perhaps you know other programming
languages but you are interested in learning the Java language
fast? If the answer is Yes.........then, this book is for you!
For one, Java is arguably the most acclaimed skill and is in
demand nearly everywhere. IBM, Infosys, Twitter, Netflix,
Google, Spotify, Uber, Amazon, Target, Yelp, Square, and other
big players are always in need of a great Java programmer. Going
by PayScale.com (the website that offers information about
salary), an average Java developer earns about $70,000 annually.
As a pro in the field, you have the entire globe to work over,
as the demand is never restricted to a particular geographical
area. This book is the ultimate beginners' crash course to Java
programming, as it will help you learn enough about the language
in as little as 1 week! Complex concepts are broken down into
simple and easy steps to ensure that you can easily master the
Java language even if you have never coded before. Let me
explain why this book is different... I think that the best way
to learn Java (or any other skills) is by doing it. This book
includes visual charts that you'll guide you and help you learn
those specific codes that you want to learn really fast. And in
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this way, believe me that you'll have an immense sense of
achievement and it'll also help you retain the knowledge and
master the language. This book is for.... ? Those who are
completely newbies with Java! ? Those who have basic information
of this programming language! ? Those who already have the
knowledge but perhaps they want to master it well! The book is
updated to the latest Java versions (8 and 10) and the main
topics of what the book will be about include: * The
fundamentals of Java * How to program the right way, cutting out
the useless fluff! * Use arrays and classes for managing program
data. * Write programs that use loops to perform repetitive
tasks. * Design and write procedural programs that use methods.
* Understanding Java Variables, Arrays, Loops, and Conditional
Statements * Use if and switch statements to make decisions in
your programs. * Learn the concept of Object Oriented
Programming (from fundamentals to advanced) * How to understand
and write simple Java programs * And much, much more! Let's
begin our learning. Click the BUY button now and download the
book now to start learning Java.
Thinking in Java
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Learn Python in One Day and Learn It Well
The Practical Beginner's Guide to Learn Java Programming in One
Day Step-by-Step (#2020 Updated Version Effective Computer
Programming)
SQL
Programming for the Java Virtual Machine
Learning Java
Take the guesswork out of learning Java effectively, get ready for a lucrative career in
enterprise software development and learn how to speak the Java language like a pro!
Are you new to programming and have settled on Java as your language of choice, but
don't know where to start learning from? Are you struggling with mastering the
foundational concepts of Java, but always seem to get stuck, making you tear out your
hair in frustration? If you answered yes to any of these questions, then this concise
guide to Java programming is the perfect book to get started. This book skips the fluff
and goes straight to the meat of learning how to program real-world applications and
software using Java. It's packed with tons of step-by-step instructions to help you get
up to speed with Java in as little time as possible. At the end of this guide, you're going
to put your programming skills to good use by creating a little game, help you reinforce
all you've learned throughout the book. Here's what you're going to discover in this
guide: Everything you need to get started with Java, as well as a swift introduction to
JDK and NetBeans Step-by-step instructions to set up and install Java on Linux,
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Windows, and Mac How to install the Java Development Kit (JDK) and NetBeans without
headaches The essential basics of Java you absolutely need to know about, from
tokens and keywords to operators and comments How to control program flow with
decision making control structures and control flow statements Using Java classes to
help you write clean, understandable and maintainable code The ultimate guide to
polymorphism in Java Surefire tips and tricks to help you shorten the Java
programming learning curve ...and lots more! Whether you're a student, software
developer or a complete programming novice, this is the ideal resource for you to get
started with one of the world's most popular, powerful and versatile languages. Scroll to
the top of the page and click the "Buy Now" button to get started today!
The java projects book enables you to develop java applications using an easy and
simple approac.The book is designed for the readers,who are familiar with java
programming.The book provides numerous listings and figures for an affective
understanding of java concepts.The book consists of a CD that includes source code
for all the java applications. Table of contents: Chapter 1 Creating a calculator
applications Chapter 2 Creating analog clock applications Chapter 3 Creating a 9-box
puzzle game Chapter 4 Student information management system Chapter 5 Creating a
text editor applications Chapter 6 Creating an online test applications Chapter 7
Creating a shopping cart applications Chapter 8 Share trading application Chapter 9
Online banking applications
(2018 Edition, Updated for Netbeans 9.0) Learn Java Programming Fast with a unique
Hands-On Project. Book 4 of the Learn Coding Fast Series. Covers Java 8. Have you
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always wanted to learn computer programming but are afraid it'll be too difficult for
you? Or perhaps you know other programming languages but are interested in learning
the Java language fast? This book is for you. You no longer have to waste your time
and money trying to learn Java from boring books that are 600 pages long, expensive
online courses or complicated Java tutorials that just leave you more confused and
frustrated. What this book offers... Java for Beginners Complex concepts are broken
down into simple steps to ensure that you can easily master the Java language even if
you have never coded before. Carefully Chosen Java Examples Examples are carefully
chosen to illustrate all concepts. In addition, the output for all examples are provided
immediately so you do not have to wait till you have access to your computer to test the
examples. Careful selection of topics (Covers Java 8) Topics are carefully selected to
give you a broad exposure to Java, while not overwhelming you with information
overload. These topics include object-oriented programming concepts, error handling
techniques, file handling techniques and more. In addition, new features in Java (such
as lambda expressions and default methods etc) are also covered so that you are
always up to date with the latest advancement in the Java language. Learn The Java
Programming Language Fast Concepts are presented in a "to-the-point" style to cater to
the busy individual. You no longer have to endure boring and lengthy Java textbooks
that simply puts you to sleep. With this book, you can learn Java fast and start coding
immediately. How is this book different... The best way to learn Java is by doing. This
book includes a unique project at the end of the book that requires the application of all
the concepts taught previously. Working through the project will not only give you an
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immense sense of achievement, it'll also help you retain the knowledge and master the
language. Are you ready to dip your toes into the exciting world of Java coding? This
book is for you. Click the "Add to Cart" button and download it now. What you'll learn:
Introduction to Java - What is Java? - What software do you need to code Java
programs? - How to install and run JDK and Netbeans? Data types and Operators What are the eight primitive types in Java? - What are arrays and lists? - How to format
Java strings - What is a primitive type vs reference type? - What are the common Java
operators? Object Oriented Programming - What is object oriented programming? - How
to write your own classes - What are fields, methods and constructors? - What is
encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism? - What is an abstract class and
interface? Controlling the Flow of a Program - What are condition statements? - How to
use control flow statements in Java - How to handle errors and exception s- How to
throw your own exception and Others... - How to accept user inputs and display outputs
- What is a generic? - What are lambda expressions and functional interface? - How to
work with external files...and so much more.... Finally, you'll be guided through a handson project that requires the application of all the topics covered. Click the BUY button at
the top of this page now to start learning Java. Learn it fast and learn it well.
A Fast-Paced Introduction
PHP
A Nicaraguan Journey
C++ Crash Course
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